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Pioneer effort
Rehumanizing the
By Jim Breiner
"We hope to rehumanize the
library through the use of com-
puters," said Mr. Frederick G.
KUgour, director of the Ohio
College Library Center (OCLC)
during his visit here last week
In another decade, KUgour pre-
dicted, it will be possible to
command a computer to assemble
a bibliography of Information In
any subject that a user might be
Interested In. In this way the
computer would be building a
"personal library" for each In-
dividual user, said KUgour.
He emphasized that libraries
now are often frustrating. Imper-
sonal, and difficult to use. "It
takes you an afternoon to NOT
Friendship redoubleth joys,
cutteth grief in halves:
Volume LXXXIX
Deans to
by Randy Powers
Students will soon begin to
receive notices of housing options
and procedures for applying for
them, so if you're planning to be
here next year and are not al-
ready In, or pledged to a section,
it's time to start thinking about
where and bow you're going to
live. The precise number and
type of living arrangements that
will be available depends on a tot
of things the size of next year's
enrollment, how many of the 136'
freshman men (of 253 In the
freshman class) who pledged. a
section decide to depledge before,
during or after HeU Week, the
number of students who pay their --
$100 deposit In April and then
during the summer find some-
thing more, uh, relevant than
COW, and what students' prefer-
ences turn out to be.
The members of the Deans,
Staff, Ken Plusquell ec, Nancy
Scots capture OAC
By Bob Dyer
The horn of the Wooster Scot
bus rang through the campus
Tuesday night to mark the arrival
of the new basketball champions
of the Ohio Athletic Conference.
The Fighting Scots had handed the
Wittenberg Tigers a 49--48 defeat
to win the OAC Tournament and
a berth in a regional tournament
of the National CoUege Division
playoffs.
"It's a great life. We dealt
with them," exclaimed the man
of the hour,' Gene Schindewolf.
He had stepped to the foul line
with only seconds remaining In
the game and the Scots trailing
by 2 points. He canned both
shots to pull out the victory as
over a thousand Wooster fans
went wUd. Bom students and
townspeople had made the journey
to Dension University to cheer on
the Scots.
"The crowd was great --"the
(Downtown) Rebounders (a group
of Wooster adults who support
the Scots throughout the season)
and everybody. They were Just
great,'- - Schindewolf smiled.
get what you want," he said.
The new systems being
developed by OCLC, he added,
are designed "to get Information
to the user when and where he
needs It In more efficient ways
than libraries are doing now.
In-dep- th report
OCLC, the most promising
computerized cooperative li-
brary program now In existence
and of which Wooster Is a charter
member, may eventually make
the resources of libraries all
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play roulette with student whims
Cadle, Carol Morrison, JimStoU
and Jay Yutzey, who have to play-roulett- e
with student whims and
administrative rigidity have
essentially four goals filling
every room the College owns,
making sure no one has to live
in a tent, trying to make people
happy with their living arrange-
ment, and emphasizing that the
room, house or dorm where a
student lives should be more
than Just a place to sleep. Ob-
viously, there are quite a few
"lis" involved in all this (Dean
PlusqueUec calls it "fluidity"),
and not everyone will be happy,
but that s why students should
be thinking about it.
The offerings for next year
will be essentially the same as
for this year small program
houses, Babcock International
House (coed), Westminster Living-L-
earning Center, freshman
and upperclass men InKenarden,
resident coordinators in the sec
They had been vocal throughout
the game, and mobbed the floor
at the buzzer.
"We knew we were gonna
.win It. There was no way we
were going to lose," senior
"Tiny" W liber beamed. WUber
grabbed several key rebounds
whUe holding Wittenberg star
Pat Beasey to only 3 baskets In
8 tries. Fred Nevar agreed.
"We've been coming back all
year," stated the big forward.
"They did Just what we expected
them to. We get great scouting
reports. We knew what they
were going to do more than they
did," he laughed.
The wUd, post game locker-roo- m
celebration saw the coaches
being tossed In the showers. Head
Coach Van Wle then donned a
Denlson sweatsuit to dry off.
The Dutchman was obviously
overjoyed. "He (Van Wle) kissed
me when we mobbed the floor,
laughed happy Wooster fan, Dick
Williamson.
The contest itself was a de-
fensive battle. Neither team
continued on page eight
library ' with computers9
over the country readily avail-
able to users here at Wooster.
If a student at Wooster, for exam-
ple, were unable to find some
source of Information In Andrews
Library, he would be able to ask
the computer to list all the
schools In OCLC which had this
resource. Then the student could
ask to have It mailed to him or
Xeroxed. This system would aug-
ment the services of Inter-libra- ry
loan as It now exists.
Presently, OCLC's fifty char-
ter members at college and
university libraries In and around
Ohio have already begun sharing
Information for the cataloguing of
books. The tedious and time-consum- ing
cataloguing process
used to be carried out at each
tion dorms, a limited number of
blocking arrangements, the room
draw in late May, and off --campus
permission for seniors, Juniors
and sophomores, In mat order
of priority. The number of
options, however, will vary. For
instance. If you want to live In
a coed dorm or house, you can
choose Babcock or Westminster
' House. T To lire In Babcock you' ;
have to fill out an application
expressing Interest in something
International a language, Inter-
national
:
affairs, Cultural Area
Studies, etc. You do NOT have
to speak a foreign language,
though you are certainly welcome
to speak any language you want.
If you are only Interested In
America, English and Amer-
icans, though, and if enough stu-
dents are Interested in something
International to fill Babcock
which, in turn, depends on other
factors you can choose Wes-
tminster. Westminster House, In
crown in
XT
77
n
After 12 years, the Scoti won the
individual college library when a
new book was received. Now,
however, with 560,000 catalogued
titles already In the computer's
data bank and 23,000 new ones
being added each month by OCLC
members, the chances are very
good that any new book a library
receives will already have been
catalogued by another of the
libraries on the system.
If the book hasnt been pre-
viously catalogued, then the
member library supplies the nec-
essary Information to the central
sys,tem through its re-
mote terminal. The Information
then becomes available to all the
other OCLC members. Woos-ter- 's
remote terminal Is located
In the technical services departD1
which the faculty famUy of Glenn,
Mary and Tina Bucher will live,
stresses community, has com-
mon meals and has a 399 course
In which the members of the
House participate. If you don't
want to live with a faculty famUy
or don't like common meals, and
still want to live in a coed house,
you can find some other students
who share your Interests and
propose your own coed house.
Some students, as weU as Dean
Havholm and family, have ex-
pressed Interest In making
Douglass Hall a coed dorm next
year. If you make your own pro-
posal, or If enough students are
interested to propose that Dou-
glass be a coed dorm, ail you have
to do Is wait and see If the
Trustees approve the proposal in
AprU, when they meet on campus,
or in June, when their Executive
Committee meets.
Or, if you have at least seven
friends and don't want to live In -
49 -48 upset
v r -- ty
OAC title, securing a berth in
Photo by C. Haberle
ment of the library.
Libraries will thus be able to
profit tremendously from the
economies of scale as the data
base (the number of books cata- -.
logued) and the number of mem-
ber libraries continues to grow,
said KUgour. Mr. Robert Jones,
head librarian at the CoUege,
commented In this regard, We
feel at this point that OCLC Is
actually saving us money, espec- - :
tally in the personnel category.
There are an enormous num-
ber of other menial, time-consum- ing
library jobs which a
dumb animal like the computer
can perform quickly, efficiently,
and with the greatest alacrity.
continued on page six
t for ther. Is no man that inv Tparteth his joys to his frland,
I but ha Joyoth tha mora; and no I
I man that imparteth his griefs i
to hla friend, but he grieveth
I the lesa. - Sir Francis Bacon i
Number 17
a smaU program house or off
campus, you and your friends,
or whoever, can reserve a block
of rooms. The only catch is that
the Deans determine where the
block will be, and you are not
likely to be too Isolated. For
example, you and seven friends
could get four rooms on one side
of one floor of, say, Andrews
Hall, which may or may not be a '
women's dorm next year. Or,
you may NOT get the rooms.
That depends on the total enroU-me- nt,
the number of students who
choose to live elsewhere, the
number of other students who
apply for a block of rooms, and
the number of rooms the Deans
decide they must have open for
the room draw, which again de-
pends on every other factor
which has so far been mentioned.
If you DO get the block of rooms
and, though you didn't want to
live in a program house In the
continyed on page five
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the NCAA regional tournament.
j TO
writes his
annual tetter
Editor
VOICE:
SUBJECT: Delayed Pu-he- rtv
RlrpR
REFERENCE: Sections.
RESULT: Continued Vir-
ginal Purification Rites by
Girls' Clubs.
SOLUTION: Suits of Armor
for Participants; Ear
Plugs and anti --Nausea
pills for the Rest of us.
Floyd Watts
Why shan't
the twain meet?
Dear Friends:
As an Alumna of the
College I have been
intensely interested in the "
wonderful programs you
are having on Campus thisyear. Most of all, perhaps,
was I intrigued by the re-
cent Peace Institute and
the ensuing discussions on
Indian conditions, religion
in the East, and the Amer-
ican Indian program.
In the clear under-
standing that I am speaking
from MY OWN PERSONAL
EXPE RIENCE, I would like
to state some observations
that may help to render
more effective the efforts
on Campus to correlate
the two seemingly diver-
gent religious approaches
of East and West. I feel
that it is only as we begin
our Search with the PRAC-
TICAL idea that all-Is-o- ne,
can we realize that BOTH
religious systems . are
really talking about the
same thing: that is the
ONE . REALITY which
directs, controls and en-
livens ALL. In the West,
we Christians call this ONE
REALITY, God; In the
East, there are many ter-
minologies for the SAME
REALITY, the SAME
TRUTH that we all more-or-le- ss
understand by the
term GOD. Whether we
else, IT is what we need
as a starting point for all
study, whether It be religi-
on-philosophy, natural
or applied science, or
whatever else we choose
to STUDY.
From ray own STUDY(and we must each one of
us make our own schedule
and our own determination
In this STUDY), I believe
that the East can and will
give us the Ground-Roo- ts
for our personal religious- -
philosophy; then the West,
thru the Master Christ,
will give us the WORKING
HYPOTHESIS, the means
and material for IMPLE-
MENTING OUR own per-
sonal rules-to-live-- by. If
you want to put it this way:
the East will give us 'GOD'-a- nd
then Jesus speaking for
the Christ added ... IS
LOVE'.
God is Love - - that is
our marching order; we
must do His bidding.
The question arises in-
evitably: what about
Jesus? He Himself an-
swered this, when thru
Peter, He said: I am THE
Christ, the Son of the Liv-
ing God. As I have dis-
covered, there have been
many CHRIST S in history;
but the culmination, the
apex of the CHRIST -C- HARACTER
was made flesh
in JESUS the Man. JESUS
was the Man; the Christ
was the Divine. Just as
in Him the two, man and
Divine Man became ONE,
Just so It must be in our
individual lives: we must
allow by our active encour-
agement the DIVINE in each
of us (our Better Self) to
take control and direct our
Lower Nature. This is
what we are here for: this
Is what it means to find
life's meaning. Life does
not really have meaning,
until we EACH one can
GIVE LIFE MEANING,
perhaps, in the final
analysis, that IS DOING
OUR THING . . finding the
Meaning behind all the fluff
of what-goes-- on around us.
This ' brings me to
another comment - - this
time, about the U.F.O.'s.
The final sentence about
the lecture given on Cam-
pus, intimated:' the beings
in the U.F.O.'s are evil --
they are up to no good here.
CoLvJs(2
"5THE
Well, I would like to point
out that this is the average
reaction of the would-be-scienti- fic
observer: the
NEGATIVE viewpoint! As
a matter of fact the Beings
here observed might Just
as well be HERE TO HELP
US in our Aquarian Age,
might They not? You see.
They are always with us;
the Christ assured us: I
AM WrTH YOU ALWAYS.
He didn't limit that HERE-NE- SS
to this Planet; and
again as a matter of ob-ser- ved
fact (by met-
aphysical students), Our
Planet is BUT one of a
myriad Planets to which
They come in times of
crisis when we need Their
Guidance and Help. This
era of the New-Aquaria- n
Age IS SUCH A time-of-cris- is.
And it is up to US
to find and learn to coop-
erate with THEM and Their
Plans and Directions for
US and Our World. It is
all GOOD, believe me.
LOVE PEACE
Lucy W. Leasure 30
'Ever-prese- nt
question of
apathy crops up9
Dear Sirs;
In light of recent elec-
tions on campus the ever
present question of student
apathy crops up again.
Many students seem to be
quite vocal when some-
thing happens on campus
that they don't agree with
but they seldom ask the
question, "why?" The
lack of student interest in
these past elections seems
to reflect the feeling that
student government does
not serve their needs. What
few members of this Col-
lege fail to realize is that
the type of policies that are
unpopular are due, to a
great extent, to the type
of leadership that they put
into office. Any student-ru- n
organization should
reflect the needs of the
students-tha- t put it in of-
fice, but the students must
get out and votel With
regards to the question of
voting, not all of the re-
sponsibility falls on the
voters, since few of the
candidates for any chosen
office ever get their plat-
forms to the public.
In the most recent elec-
tions for the SGA and the
elected positions on Lowry
Center Board not only did
less than one-fou- rth of the
campus vote for any partic-
ular office but the question
of a constitutional amend-
ment did not even warrant
the interest of enough stu-
dents to either get it
defeated or adopted. The
VOICE neither published
the results of the elections
nor wrote any interviews
of the students who were
elected to the offices that
were open.
Hopefully in the future
the parties that are re-
sponsible for the direction
that this student body takes
on any given topic will take
the necessary steps to see
that the decisions do truly
take into account what the
College indeed wants. The
student media, student pol-
iticians, and the voting
public must participate if
the system is to work and
thrive.
Respectfully yours,
Rowland F. Kirks II
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The Reel World
by Bob Hetherlngton
One leaves MC CABE & MRS.
MILLER slightly confused, very
much dazed and, most likely
because the final gunfight proves
disturbingly unclimactic. with the
feeling that he has been had. The
most impressive element in the
entire film is the town itself,
, which is not merely used as the
backdrop for McCabe and Mrs.
Miller to stand in front of, but
incorporates their stories within
the tapestry of the interactions
with the other inhabitants. I.
have read that director Robert
Altman spent most of his bud-
get in making his village, and
that he purposely made no allow-
ance, for getting the cameras in
and out of the buildings. This
is cinemaesthetics of the first
degree and certainly makes the
grips, scriptgirls and crews feel
the historical realism intensely,
even if no one else does. The
final impression of the town,
and for that matter, of the film
is one of studied sloppiness, a
natural look that calls attention
to itself, like the self-consci- ous
adolescent, with the greatest
affectation. Understandably, if
one is unwilling to forget about
what he expected to see and
didn't, he might say that the
blizzard that covers McCabe in
the final scene isn't . the only
snow job being pulled in this
film.
But a slightly dazed reaction
to this movie is, I think, the
appropriate one. Right from the
start events don't wait for the
viewer's comprehension, as they
do in most movies, and it takes
a while to realize that if you
don't quite hear the dialogue,if s all rightthat Oike Altman' s-earl-ierMASHr the exact
words are expendable. Early
the film looks too dark, and
later too unsubstantial, but al-
ways it seems to be inviting
the viewer , in. This is a land-
mark American film. . We've
seen things like it before but
only in the films of Godard or
Truffaut, and one doesn't know
quite what to do with an Amer-
ican film that doesn't pretend
to give us more than a partial
view of events. Altman' s new
kind of naturalism is likely to
put us off by his refusal to be
straightforward in his story-
telling, and though much of his
tale is there, it is done with
unusual emphasis.
I don't think that this film has
an overriding message or theme,
though, thanks to an unfortunate
scene with an opportunistic law-
yer, the notion of an individual
being pushed out by big business
has been suggested. . About as
Schramm Speaks to Academy
VOICE
'McCabe9 is landmark American film
far as one can go here is to
establish a link between exploit-
ing the land and exploiting peo-
ple. Greed is the other side of
fear, in other words, and even
the Chinese workers are priced
like any other commodity.
Befitting a story about frus-
trated individualism, MC CABE
& MRS. MILLER builds up the
uneasy relationship between its
title characters. Warren Beatty
is a positively uncharismatic
small time gambler, more inter-
esting than the others in the
town, but not more special; Julie
Christie's Constance Miller sug-
gests more than her scenes allow
her to verify, and even though
she lived way back then, her
itinerant Madame has an attitude
about her that is very much
N.O.W. Their scenes together
are touching and funny, all the
more so because the sentimental
implications are never spelled
out.
The gaslight, the subdued
color, Leonard Cohen's over-
used but lovely and fragile songs,
Mrs. Miller's golden opium glow,
and the quietly drifting snow all
make the film hazy and
evanescent. Everything is in
motion and yet there is a still-
ness about the film as If every
element in it were conspiring to
tell the same incredibly sad
story: that the characters are
rogt thrt
lost in their separate dreams.
COMING ATTRACTIONS: THE
PAWNBROKER, in Mateer Sat-
urday night, is worth the price
of admission just to see Rod
Steiger give one of the great
performances in movies. He
plays a Jewish pawnbroker who
weathers many distraught and
dispairing rememberances of a
Nazi concentration camp. The
film is primarily about the re-
turn of feeling to the dead soul
of a man. The eloquence of
Steiger s performance is that
it can carry whatever burden of
meaning the spectator chooses to
heap upon his rounded shoulders.
Those who find symbolism in
everything will especially enjoy
all the New Testament analogies:
his assistant named Jesus; im-
paling his hand on a spindle likeit was being nailed to a cross,
and his final ressurrectlon.Pretty grim drama, in all . . .
The Wooster Theatre is trying
to book SOUNDER, the sensitiveportrayal of black sharecroppers
In the South that has taken Oscar
nominations for best film, actor,
and actress ... Don't pass up
the opportunity to see Butch Cas-si- dy
and the Sundance Kid get
pushed out of the West next week-
end in Mateer.
Clergy should be prompters, not cheerleaders
by Jimmy "Olsen" Miraldi
"I am not going to startle you,"
said Rev. John Schramm to the
seventh session of the Clergy-
man's Academy. "I have some
things to say and I think you
know them, but it's good to hear
them again once in awhile - to
hear them from someone in adifferent experience."Schramm's message had some
things that the clergymen already
knew, but not all agreed that it
was good to hear them again.
Schramm thought the assigned
topic, "New Alternatives for
Parishes" was a bit of a mis-
nomer, because he insisted that
he did not want to set up his
own experience in a small, ex-
perimental group, The Commun-
ity of Christ, as THE alternative.
However, his participation in this
intimate and newly created group
does raise serious questions
about the life of a large, estab-
lished church.
Mr. Schramm saw three char-
acteristics which must all be
present and in balance if there
is to be a "viable Christian
community": 1) a common
faith, 2) a way to corporately
celebrate mat faith, and 3)
corporate action outside itself;
"An unhealthy community does
not know what it stands for."
There must be some kind of
faith or common belief within
the group. Each congregation
should 'Tiammer out, at some
time, just what they DO in fact
believe."
Secondly, celebration must be
understood outside of the Sunday
morning worship service. The
life of the community must be
shared at different times and be
an "expression of the common
life of the community. Liturgi-
cal renewal can be one approach
for opening up the possibilities
for Christian celebration." How-
ever all signs of life, let alone
celebration, seem to disappear
the moment one sets foot in the
sanctuary.
. "The worship service looks
like a football huddle. You know
something' is going on but all
you can see are rear ends," he
said. Worship and celebration
are two distinct activities, he
pointed out, resulting in rather
meaningless worship services.
The worship service should be
a "sharing time" and not a place
for didactic, formal teaching.
"It is not a factory to produce
Christians or a spiritual filling
station where one is recharged
to go back out into a Godless
world." Renewal of worship is
a sincere secularization process
where the symbols and activities
are real to the participants out-
side of the. sanctuary.
The third criterion for a via-
ble Christian community, he said,
is the toughest. "The community
must go out into the world. The
attitude towards this point is too
commonly 'take it or leave it.
But worship cut out of the real
world is idolatry." Christian-
ity's unique quality is that it is
not pletistic. It does not demand
the offering of sacrifices in order
to get God's attention. "God has
taken the initiative to establish a
relationship with man. Man is
free to honor the incarnation",
and go out into the world.
"Aligned with the poor and
oppressed, non-involve- ment will
always be a non-opti- on for the
authentic church," he opined.(Not being deterred by the ele-
ments of risk seems to be a
recurring theme of the men ad-
dressing the clergy.)
The role of the clergyman is
the "hardest of roles" if there
is to be a viable congregation,
he added. He "has the maxi-
mum of authority and yet he is
the opposite of an authoritarian...
His primary function is to wit-
ness and not to be a custodian
of orthodoxy."
Clergy must be "prompters
and enablers to equip the con-
gregation for THEIR ministries.
The pastor must learn to re-
main in the background, not as
a disinterested party but as one
who is making sure that the
PEOPLE own the church pro-
gram." Down with "spiritual
cheerleaders! If the people own
the program you won't need mem-
bership drives and attendance
.campaigns."
It seems to me that many of
the clergymen are locked firmly
into their leadership role, and
depend upon it as much as the
congregation. Secondly, those
who want to fulfill Schramm's
three conditions have great
obstacles which Schramm never
had to deal with. Schramm built
up a congregation from scratch
and it never exceeded thirty-thr- ee
families. Many of the
clergy find themselves plopped
into a congregation with five-hundr- ed
or more people, with
strong prejudices as to what
the church should be. There
are also large groups of elderly
and young children which cannot
be ignored.
Whether the large institutional
church can ever be an authentic
Christian community may be the
most vital question raised.
Schramm did not want to use
his example as THE alternativef
but the size of his congregation
seems to be pertinent to the
universal criteria he established
for a Christian community.
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Love-lin- es for
a little princess
By Choc
"The tact Is that I did not know
how to understand anything! I
ought to hare Judged by deeds
and not by words. She east her
fragrance and her radiance oyer
me. I ought never to hare run
away from her I ought to bare
guessed all the affection that lay
behind herpoor little stratagems.
Flowers are so Inconsistent! But
I was too young to know how to
love her . . .
THE LITTLE PRINCE
Before you read what follows I
must glTe warning, you have little
business doing so. The person
for whom this Is written will not
be able to read this column until
I send her a copy.
It is not my usualhablt to write
things In this newspaper that do
not speak to or about a sub-
stantial number of readers (oh,
I may touch several first names
that don't 'ring too clearly n
every reader's mind, but those
personal diversions are Just that,
and besides, the College cata-
logue would have us believe we
are all on a first name "family" .
basis anyway.) But this Instance
smashes habit.
Someone left Wooster this
week. Someone who cares about
what happens on this campus,
someone who (not only) I miss
very much already. She left
because of the msenaltlvlty of her
IJS. advisor, the pressures of a
. hundred loose details that kept
Dipping at her soul, and sense of
direction, and. she left because to
stay would have meant being suf--.
foeated by those unmanageable
details.
How does ithappen? Inevitably,
what are the solutions? We're
all Implicated In that. So, forpart
of my solution, Ive made afioem
for her. Ifs called "Everyone's
Rescuer" and the reason lfs.
called mat comes out of a letter
she received from a friend who
had, partly because of her In-
sight, overcome difficulties of
his own. This Involved his giving
up the role of everyone's rescuer
and admitting that It's Just as
necessary to LEAN as It Is to be
LEANED ON.
Everyone's Rescuer
Everyone's Rescuer's going away
sad stories to tell
heart breaks to spell
Everyone's Rescuer's sure
to be missed
hope she returns
a dream slowly burns
And fires set everywhere
Everything's flame
While Everyone's Rescuer's
taking the blame 1973
She glowed sunshine and Stardust
and the soft simple love of a
ruffly leaf. She used to sign long
letters and warm messages with
" .people matter! ... can
one care too much? Does it
hurt to die trying? . . . but
stars still light my evenings
and spring always comes.'
-- from the letter of December 11
She helped heal the wounds
gouged by a thousand horns of
less and plenty. Brought tender-
ness and understanding to the
numbers of committees, pit
stops, and hall councils she
served. Laughed loudly and with
great enthusiasm,, bringing Joy
to .those who couldn't manage to
bring their own, and she smiled
at we fellow sleepy students who
stumbled past her post In line 1
every breakfast.
She gave the kind of love It
will take to bold together the
O'Jays "Love Train."
Above all she could deal, even
when her band held consistently
bad cards. And If It bothers those
of you who have needed to keep
reading, let one say only that
SHE KNOWS WHO SHE IS and
THAT IS WHAT MATTERS.
This piece has made no pre-
tentions about being relevant,
realistic, critical, or even (Dr.
Hodges) "new."
It may only be an old lesson
In expression. A bewildered try
to make public things loved and
learned at home.
For it's the way she survived,
and the way we want her back.
As one who tried with an Inten-
tion, to live what she loved.
That Is why to place words 00
a printed page for all to see Is
not enough ...
"But the eyes are blind. One
must look with the heart ,
--THE LITTLE PRINCE
(That Is a message for
"Rescuers" and "Everyone"
alike.)
-- VI Jc:
MM -
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A 6orm hallway was the scene of a great battle early Sanaay Morning,
your frustrations. (Photo by Tom McCene)
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INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE:
Round trip jet airfare between DETROIT
and ACAPULCO, via Modern A1r C-9- 90,
with complete In-fli- ght service.
Round trip transfers and baggage
handling between airport and hotel.
Your choice of accommodations at the
HOTEL PALACIOS, only 1 block from
Acapulco's main beach.
Welcome Cocktail Party & Dinner.
Farewell Dinne .
A11 taxes, tips, gratuity charges.
Via tour escort.
$229 QUAD $239 TRIPLE
$259 double $149 AIR ONLY
MdRCH Q3-3- 0
That's
March 2, 1973
1
one way to relieve
rlrl-- j j hU : - : i r :
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INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE: -
Round trip jet airfare between DETROIT
and NASSAU, with complete in-flig- ht
service.
Round trip transfers and baggage
handling between airport and hotel.
Your choice of accommodations at the
MONTAGU BEACH HOTEL, private beach,
2 nightclubs, and more.
Welcome Rum Swizzle Party.
Manager's Cocktail Party.
All taxes, tips, gratuity charges.
VIA tour escort.
$189 QUAD $209 TRIPLE
$229 double $109 AIR ONLY
CONTACT:
VACATIONER'S INT'l. AGENCY
621 Church St.
Ann Arbor, Ml .48104
CALL DEBBIE COLLECT 313-761-7- 966
Per seat price is pro-ra- ta share of total charter cost subject to increase or decrease
depending upon number of participants as per CAB regulations. These flights open only
to Wooster College students, staff, faculty and Immediate families. Nassau: air-$89.- 15
land-$99.8- 5. Acapulco: air-$123land-$- 106.
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Stripmining opponents
. By William R. Henley
Some facts and opinions about
the stripmining controversy were
aired In Mateer Auditorium tills
week, as tbeSurf&ce Mining Sem-
inar presented anti-stripmln- ing
advocates Tuesday night, and a
representative ofHanna Coal Co.,
a major Ohio stripmlner,
Wednesday night.
Dr. Ted Vonelda, a biologist
and a major supporter of the 1972
Ohio stripmining regulation law,
appeared along with Dr. Gerald
Krebs to criticize current strip-mini- ng
practices; they were later
Joined by Dr. Bob Gates. They
began their program with a flfan
of the operation of Hanna Coal's
giant "Gem of Egypt mechan-
ical shovel. Then, while snowing
slides of stripmtoe areas in Ohio,
they described the techniques of
stripmining and explained some
technical terms used in dis-
cussing strlpmtne operations.
Dr. Vonelda commented on the
damage supposedly done by strip-mini-ng
to the water supply of
some areas. Stripmining, he
said, "scrambles the rock
strata and can bring toxic mater-
ials to the ground surface, which
then are leached off by rain to
enter the water. He said that
many wells have been rendered
unusable by stripping, and
asserted that water had been
found In "strip pits (trenches
left by stripmining in which water
collects) mat had the acid con-
tent of battery acid. But he
commented mat the new law help-
ed some, by requiring strippers
to restore the topsoil to the
surface of stripnflned 'jrfeasiTS sr--
Talking of the tactics of strip -
mining advocates, Vonelda cited
the case of a hearing held to
protest the closing of a public
road by a coal company; the
company, according to Vonelda,
packed the courthouse and
grounds with 1000 coal company
employees who prevented people
from getting in to testify against
tiie closing. Vonelda also talked
of bis own expulsion from the
state Reclamation Board of Re-
view by the state senate on 4he
grounds that he had worked too
hard for the stripmining regula-
tion law.
He said about his personal
concern lor the effects of strip-mini- ng,
Pm worried about the --
land, the water, but especially
the people.
Discussing the economic as-
pects of the stripmining practice,
the antl-stripml- ners asserted
that stripmining is an automatedprocess which creates relatively
few Jobs and destroys many Jobs
of deep-mini- ng employees. They
admitted the existence of an
"energy crisis' and a need for
more coal, but said mat reserves
now being strtpmlned could be
acquired In other ways, and said
that most of the coal reserves
now known can only be deep-min- ed.
Deep-mi- ne coal reserves,
they 'mid, can be expected to
last about 590 years based on
1970 kaown technology, resources
and consumption.
Asked what can now be done
to euro strlpm ining, Dr. Vonelda
said that "We've worked hard at
the state level, now we have to
work hard at the federal level."
Butane said that many people
aire" unwilling to work further until
the state law is tested, and ex- -
w
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ORESTES, directed by Peter Havholm, is playing Friday and
Saturday nights. Photo by L. Kurth
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proponents
pressed doubt of the effectiveness
of the state law from an enforce-
ment standpoint.
The films and a tape presented
during the evening condemned the
destruction of the natural beauty
and general usefulness of large
areas of land by stripmining.
A somewhat smaller audience
gathered the next night to hear
Arthur Wallace, Hanna Coal
Company's Superintendent of Re-
clamation and Land Use, defend
the practices of his company in
reclaiming strtpmlned land. He
refused to talk about matters of
the general policy of Hanna Coal,
concentrating on specific re-
clamation procedures. While
talking be showed slides, mostly
of reclaimed land, including be-
fore and after pictures ofbarren
strtpmlned land turned Into green
fields. About the mining process
itself, be said, "We try to tell
'MORE ON
Roulette with housing options
continued from page on'
first place, you a your friends
decide there's something special
you want to do together hold a
science fair, put on a play, get
to know the people across the
hall this Is good. Remember,
the Deans want to encourage
social Interaction and they want
rooms to be more than a place
to hide. They are only too
happy to help, through the res-
idents staff and resident
coordinators, student-initiat- ed
programs. ;;'Or, If you want to live in a
Council
The Campus Council met on
Tuesday and acted on the follow-
ing items:
The INTER-SECTIO- N COUN-
CIL received $250 to cover the
cost of producing copies of the
new section initiation guidelines
for freshmen pledges and obser-
vers. This sum is also intended
to pay the salaries of the ISC
chairman and secretary. Since"
the institution of the new charter
has disrupted fund-raisi- ng by the
sections, Council voted In favor
of financially supporting the ISC
at present. The Council warned,
however, that the sections would
be expected to assume at least
.
portion of ISC cost's in the future.
The Council reviewed the char-
ter of the Publication Committee
which had come up for renewal.
The Committee, which selects
the offices for and supervises
the publications of the VOICE,
. the INDEX, and THISTLE,
recommended several alter-
ations in its constitution. The
Council accepted the Com-
mittee's resolutions as a whole;
but an amendment which would
have made the financial decisions
of the Committee less dependent
on the Council was rejected.
Provisions for the hotly.de- -.
bated Emergency Health Service
Loan Fund, which would provide
funds for College women who are
. unable to afford abortions, were
Introduced by John Browder.
Under this format the Fund would
be administered by Dr. Startz-ma- n,
College physician, and a
carefully chosen board of four
students. Questions as to
whether strict anonlmltyof abor--
tees could be maintained by tills
.
method were raised by several,'
present cases
our operators (of mechanical
shovels) to put topsoil back on
top and toxic materials on the
bottom."
He described the various types
of vegetation used to cover re-
claimed land, and Its use as
pasture for cattle. He denied
claims that wildlife abandons
strtpmlned land forever, saying
that animals return to reclaimed
land. Also he described a park
Hanna Coal Company has built
on reclaimed land, containing a
pond, lodges and reconstructed
historic buildings, free for public
use.
. Wallace described the contro-
versial crossing of Interstate 70
by Hanna Coal's giant shovels.
He said that the crossing blocked
the road only a brief time, and
that sensing devices showed less
pressure on the surface than
would have been caused by a
small program house, and don't
mind receiving notices from Gal-p- in
charging you thirty dollars
for somebody else's, or nonexis-
tent, long distance phone calls,
and you don't mind a lot of noise,
then all you do is find some
friends and make a proposal to
the Deans. Examples drug edu-
cation, planned parenthood,
music, film, racial understand-
ing, social work In Wooster. The
possibilities are limitless. The
number of such program houses
available, and thus the number of
Small housed available for room
draw or blocking, will depend on
Capsule
Council members. Discussion of
the resolution, stalemated by
conflicting opinions, was
rescheduled for the next Council
meeting on
. Tuesday, March 6.
The Council recommended a
proposal to Increase the student
contingent on the Educational
Policy Committee. This action
would Increase the number of
students, who are voting mem-
bers of the . committee, to five.
The Committee Is now composed
of one dean, five faculty, and two
student members. Faculty Coun-
cil member, LeRoy Haynes,
voiced his concern on behalf of
the faculty, saying that this pro-.po- sal
encroaches on what should
be the prerogative of educators.
Council member Bruce Arnold
concurred and stated that per-
haps the addition of only one
more student member, raising
the student block to three, would
suffice. He continued to say
that the proposal was basically
a move by the Council which
would hopefully revive student
Interest In the development of
their own curricula.
The Council tabled a request
for funds by a group of students
who plan to attend the GLCA
model UJt. program at Ann
Arbor, Michigan next weekend.
Council approval Is pending un-
til next week when the group's
representative will submit a
tentative expense account for the
group.
And finally, the Council unan-
imously voted to appropriate $100
to send Wes Dumas, Wooster
matrat champ, to S. Dakota for
the NCAA wrestling tournament.
Included with the allocation Is a
hearty, goodTuckf.Y.Y.Y.Y.YA
large semi trailer. '
Wallace ' expressed concern
about the "energy crisis, say-
ing that "we're going to have to
get every pound of coal we can
get for energy; well go onmln-ln- g
deeper seams as the market
demands and technology per-
mits. Asked about possible
work with alternate sources of
energy, such as solar or nuclear
power, he said he was not familiar
with any such work by his com-
pany; "Hanna Is a coal company.
He said, "We've got to be con-
cerned with competing foreign
oil I don't want my money going
overseas. Asked about antl-strlpml- ner
Dr. Vonelda, be com-
mented that he "has no use for
the man, saying that he would
not object to concern for better
reclamation, but that "Dr.
Vonelda has no light to abolish
stripmining to abolish my
livelihood."
how many proposals are made
and how many small houses the
Deans decide they will need as
"overflow houses" for those
last-min- ute drop-I-ns In Septem-
ber.
Which brings us to the room
draw and that most dreaded, for
Independents, of fates drawing
number 700 and getting the one
room that one of the sections
couldn't fill, or that the clubs
couldn't block. Well, that may
still happen, but it won't be quite
so traumatic as before. The
Inter-- S ection Council has shown
quite a bit of patience In hashing
out their new charter and relin-
quishing, some of their traditional
privileges. The resident-coordinato- rs,
one in each of the three
section dorms, were put there
to work with the Independents and
see that Armlngton, Stevenson
and Biss man were not exclusively
"section" dorms. And most of
the sections have stopped com-
plaining about Independents, who
do not pay dues, sit In section
furniture watching the section
TV. In the non-secti- on resi-
dences, the blocking procedures
should serve to limit the number
of room draw people getting Iso-
lated In the middle of a group of
club members or other Interest
groups.
' If you get a lower number In
the room draw, of course, you
will be able to pick your room,
though the number and location
of rooms from which you will
be able to pick depends, etc. So
do yourself, and the Deans, a
favor by deciding early what you
want, so that you'll be prepared
for the stack of housing announce-
ments that will be In your mall-box- es
starting next Friday.
McCracken,
James here
tonight
McCracken and James, a folk
folk-ro- ck trio, will perform to-
night at 8:15 p.m. In Lowry Center
Ballroom.
. Admission Is 49? for students
here, $U00 for non-stude- nts.
The group, two guitarists and
a pianist, were declared the best
act of the Ohio-Michig- an National
Entertainment Conference last
fall.
This Is part of LCBs 49? con-
cert series' .
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Mis Alio Martin operate tha Andrews Library terminal of the
OCLC computer. Photo by Tom McCune
Art students lobby for
more instructors
on
This document was presented to the deans
February 27. Ed.
by John Morrison and Laurie Saeha
We feel that there are many false Impres-
sions within the college community about the art
department. The two major ones are 0 A studio
art major Is not an "academic" one and 2) The
art department does not need to expand.
Unfortunately, many people think that major-
ing In studio art Involves only .personal creativity
and Is not dependent upon the rigors of empiric-
ism as In other academic disciplines; mat It Is
a subjective study based on manual work rather
man an Intellectual organization of concepts and
natural truths. In producing a work of art, one
must decide on a design and a direction, elements
of sensibilities Involved, concepts and laws of
spatial and technical arrangements, and the
experimental framework necessary to bring those
components Into a finished piece. This basic out-
line of approach Is fundamental to all academic
studies. Producing a work of art that Is deemed
successful Is dependent on the thinking behind It.
These thought patterns may not always be appar-
ent, but they are gradually Incorporated Into what
Is called talent. And Is not that the whole purpose
of education, beyond socialization?
At this time, the art department Is In a very
exciting and popular stage In Its development.
This year has seen a much greater Input from
students and faculty alike outside of the classroom.
More diverse and Insightful activities have also
been Introduced Into the classroom situations.
These events help to bridge the artist's constant
problem - the gap between the Intention and the
manifestation In media.
Mot every professor can meet the needs of all
students. Students must be given the chance to
experience variation In Instruction. Wooster Is
a small college and we realize we must live with
this situation to some extent, but for many studio
art majors, there Is no alternative. Working with
primarily one person for four years can only
severely inhibit a student's growth.
It can no longer be said that the art department
Is so small that It does not warrant more faculty.
There are 45 (this figure Is from fall quarter) de-
clared majors, plus additional undeclared majors
and many students who take lower level courses.
Out of the 27 departments It can no longer be con-
sidered Insignificant. Almost all classes are '
combined with those of the same medium, result-
ing In extreme overcrowding. Many students are
turned away from the Introduction to Studio and
the Beginning Ceramics courses. The Introduc-
tion to Fine Arts course has now more than 60
people enrolled - more than available seats in the
lecture room. Drawing II and in must meet
together, as well as Painting I, n, and HI, Print-maki- ng
I, n, and m, Sculpture I, II, and m, and
Ceramics I, n, and HI. These five areas are
basic to an art education. All of them must be
subsidized If the College of Wooster Is to adver-
tise any type of art department at all. All of
these classes, plus the media and methods course
for future elementary school teachers, are taught
MORE ON
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Computer locates sources
continued from page on
OCLC members will be able to
use two new time-savi-ng systems
later thlsyetr: one which will
monitor acquisitions and another
which wUl keep' records for all
serials publications In member
libraries,
Jones seemed particularly
.
pleased with the computer's new
acqulsltlonlng system: "We have
an unusually complex acquisi-
tions system here, since there
are many gtfk funds and the Indl-rld-ual
department budget alloca-
tions, all of which are difficult to
keep track of. Th computer win
allow us to manage these more ef-
ficiently by making Information
on the status of these various
funds Instantly available at any
moment.'
The second new system to be
put Into operation later this year
Is a serials processing system.
by three studio teachers. These courses are not
all offered quarterly because of lack of personnel.
Art Is a major In which certain classes are logi-
cal prerequisites for others. Often a student must
have a class and Is men forced to do it as a 399,
unable to gain the full advantage of tfie Instituted
course. This also burdens the teacher to a greater
degree.
This burden upon faculty and facilities can be
proven quite graphically. Last year, one of our
faculty was teaching seven courses. In addition to
advising US. and 399 students. The annual class
load for a Wooster faculty member is 6, every 10
LjS. and 399 students being considered on class.
The average class load for the combined art his-
tory and studio professors Is approximately 7.35
courses this year. Several of our faculty members
have had the annual equivalent of 8 to 9 classes.
We are presently housed In a barely converted,
73-year-- old library. When the department moved
In 1963 from Its lofts In Taylor, Scovel, and Galpln
to Frlck Hall, It was Implied mat the building would
be renovated In the near future. Ten years have
passed and we have seen little Improvement. Since
student Interest In the department Is rapidly In-
creasing, and as there soon will be one or possibly
several out-mod- ed buildings on campus, the depart-
ment proposed that studio art classes occupy one
of mem. This would enable the department to have
a permanent gallery for Its valuable collection
(which, unfortunately, most people have never seen);
have a community gallery and classrooms for com-
munity youth and adults; house art history lecture
and seminar rooms, and an art library In order to
make Frlck a community art center. Some powers
within the administration and faculty feel that this
Is a great Idea but that separate buildings are not
needed. The result? All the above mentioned
facilities plus prlntmaklng, painting, drawing,
sculpture, and ceramics studios, darkroom, prep-
aration -- rooms, space for "media and methods"
courses, museum storage space, and offices are
found In one small building.
Why Is the college community overlooking
the needs of art students and faculty? Tradition-
ally, the art department has been comparatively
small, but times have changed. Why has action not
been taken to correct shifts In student Interest?
We realize some departments are highly endowed
and have an established base from which to work,
but we also know that much of the decision-maki- ng
and planning Is done on a basis of coercion be-
tween departments and committees. Obviously the
college Is not free of academic bias and prejudice,
but It should definitely work towards alleviating It.
Wooster advertises Itself as a liberal arts college
with emphasis on all major areas of study. We
feel that the college Is not living up to Its projected
image. The final consideration must be that of the
students' education. It Is a characteristic of edu-
cational Institutions that not all departments can be
as strong as others, but we art students feel our
education Is being limited for no concrete reasons
other than traditional thinking.
We firmly believe that the concepts, rules,
framework, and the messages of art are needed In
today's society. Consider what we have to offer,
for this Institution exists for us the students.
This will allow libraries to keep
all accounting, binding, and hold-
ings records In the central data
bank In Columbus. Eventually,
when the system becomes fully
operative, the rather clumsy ser-
ial record now In the library will
be replaced by remote terminals.
Then each Individual user can ask
the computer to help him find the
resources which he is interested
In without having to ply through
a morass of cards.
The chief advantage of using a
computer to manage certain li-
brary procedures Is that It can
keep track of an enormous num-
ber of constantly changing rela-
tionships and Instantly Inform
any user of these changes. A
human being does not have the
comprehensive memory or the
ability to analyze the large
amount of Information In the ways
which a computer can. However,
Jones was careful to stress that
the computer Is only auseful tool
of the librarian. It does not
manage the men -- the men manage
It.
OCLC has grown rapidly since
Its Inception In 1967 and Is now
connected to libraries as far away
as New England and Georgia. Re-
cently membership was extended
to all tax exempt libraries In
Ohio, and Jones Is optimistic
about establishing connections
with libraries outside the UJS.
"If this happens, OCLC could be-
come a national and International
center for Information re-
trieval," Jones opined.
Part of the credit for OCLC's
success, Jones Indicated,belongs
to former Wooster president, Dr.
Howard Lowry. "He was the
principal godfather of OCLC,"
Jones remarked. "He began em-
phasizing the need for libraries
to share their resources about
20 years ago. At that time no one
was listening to him.
However, when librarians be-
gan to be faced with costs
Increasing' at an exponential rate
and the explosion of printed ma-
tter, they began to realize that
they couldn't keep up with every-
thing by themselves.
Jones was careful to point out
that OCLC's main aim Is not Just
to share Information useful to
librarians. "The sharing of re-
sources Is still at the heart of
this thing," he said. He went on:
"Librarians have always been
strong on preserving Informa-
tion."
Eventually, It will be the
average library user who will
benefit the most from ventures
such as OCLC. The location and
availability of resources of
numerous libraries win be in-
stantly accessible at the touch of
his fingertips.
Parlokanand-J-i
Speaks next week
This experience, termed "re-
ceiving Knowledge" Is the actual
experience of "the Kingdom of'
Heaven within" that Is spoken of
In the scriptures of all religions,
and It In no way conflicts with a
man's Individual religion.
Five million people In the world
-- of all ages, races, nationalities
and religions have experienced
this source ofperfect peace with-
in, and centers- - have been
established on all six continents
In less than two years. Guru
MaharaJ Jl has said that His mis-
sion Is to bring peace .to the
world by bringing peace to each
person for the world Is only
mad up of people.
For more Information contact
Tom Giblan at extension 350 or
540.
A fully realized disciple of 15
year old Perfect Master Guru
MaharaJ Jl will be In Wooster
for on night only. Mahatma
Parlokanand will speak In the
Main Lounge of Babcock HaH on
Wednesday, March 7, at 7:30 p.m.
The Mahatma Is on of 2,000
men and women who have totally
devoted their lives to spreading
the Knowledge of Guru MaharaJ
Jl to the world, much the same as
did the twelve disciples of Jesus
Christ 2000 years ago In Israel.
By the Grace of Guru MaharaJ
Jl, these disciples are able to
reveal through touch, to all who
desire It, the direct experience
of the eternal Light and unspeak-
able Holy Name of God which
lies within the heart of every man.
Section observers wanted
Faculty, students and administration members can now apply
to be observers of section Initiations. The activities begin on April
1, the beginning of spring quarter. Applicants should send their name
and what part of the College community they are a member of to Jim
Davis at box 1445 before March 8. Applicants will be notified If they
have been selected for an observation team before spring break.
Davis says he will try to have an equal proportion of administration,
faculty and student observers In each section but no more than four
observers will be In each section. To help facilitate a good evalua-
tion of the week, observers will be encouraged to attend all activities
during the week. Applicants can Indicate a preference as to what
section they want to observe and Davis will try to honor that prefer-
ence. Observers win have a copy of the weekly schedule for the
section they will observe before spring break. Davis, the JSC Pres-
ident, will have the final authority of placing observers.
Name
Campus Address
I am faculty administration
Section preference I.
2.
student
Return Application to Jim Davis, Box 1445
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Scotties Dump ACiron, Drop 2;
Eye State Tourney at Cedarville
by k. e. Jensen
The College of Wooster
Women's basketball team bad to
settle for a split last weekend In
their two game road trip losing
to Wittenberg, 56-- 31 and defeating
Akron, 34-3- 1.
The first of the two games was
Friday night when Wooster ran
into the Tigers of Wittenberg, led
by 6- -4 Jan Basnet. Miss Basnet,
a freshman, led all scorers in
the game with 21 points.
Wittenberg took command of
the game right from the opening
tip-o- ff. The Scottles found them-
selves down by ten points after
the first quarter and at half time
the point spread was twelve.
Annie Batrd led Woosters at-
tack in both rebounding and
scoring. The three year veteran
picked up nine points and six
rebounds.
The weekend ended on a winning
note for the Wooster girls as the
Scottles Invaded Akron and de-
feated a tough Zip squad, 34-3- 1.
It was a difficult game to win
coming off a defeat the night
before but the Scottles looked
tough.
Akron, who finished third In
the State last year. Jumped out
to a 11--8 lead In the first quarter.
At half-ti- me the Scottles cut the
lead to two points and then moved
out In front at the end of the
third quarter, 24-2- 2.
.
Annie Balrd led the attack once
again. Miss Balrd pulled down
15 rebounds and piled up 11 points.
Tri-capt- aln Pat Poulton and
sophomore Cindy Sprau took care
of the rest of the scoring by pick-
ing up ten and eight points
respectively.
Miss Sprau also added to the
team effort by corrallng a total
of 14 rebounds.
Marcla Gerber Akron's fine
shooter, picked up 11 points for
the Zips.
Shafer
To Face
Russians
Nancy Shafer placed fifth in
the 880 yard run at the AAU
National Championships last
weekend and by doing so was
selected as a member of the
United States Team that will
compete against the national
team from the Soviet Union on
March 16 in Richmond, Virginia.
Nancy's time of 2:13.5 was her
best effort ever on a 160 yard
track, the most commonly used
indoors. She may not necessar-
ily run in the half mile, but
she's pleased with the chance to
compete against the Russians.
A week earlier, Nancy took
third In the 880 yd. run at the
Olympic Invitational. Bom meets
were held at Madison Square Gar-
den in New York City.
Ms. Shafer will leave the week-
end of March 10 -- 12 to partici-
pate in a week long training
program for the Soviet Union
UJS. dual meet. The meet should
be nationally televised the week-
end of March 16-1- 8.
"These two games were tough
ones but I feel Oat they are help-
ing us to get ready for the State
tournament," commented head
Coach Nan Nichols.
"Wittenberg was big and tough
and we were off our game of-
fensively but I was really pleased
to see the girls bounce back from
that loss and defeat a tough Akron
team in Akron."
The 1972-7- 3 regular season
ended on a sour note for the
Wooster Scottles basketball team
as they were defeated in a heart-break- er
by Ashland College
Monday night at home, 46-4- 3.
Right from the beginning the
Scottles knew they were In a
tough battle. Ashland and Woo-
ster matched each other basket
for basket and at half-ti- me the
score stood tied, 22-2- 2.
The third quarter proved to be
one of the toughest quarters the
Scottles have played all year. At
the start of the fourth quarter
Wooster trailed Ashland by only
one polntj33-3- 2.
I would have to say that we
were Just out hustled late in the
game," remarked Wooster men-
tor Nan Nichols.
The fourth was hard fought by
the. Scottles defense broke down
with only a few minutes
Runners
The Indoor Track Team placed
third In a quadrangular meet at
Denlson last weekend against
Denlson, Ohio Wesleyan, and
Oberlln. Denlson won the meet
easily with 00 points. OhloWes-lya- n
was second with 36 points.
Wooster, not running at full
strength, was third with 31 points.
Coerlu only managed 3 points.
Freshman Doug Murphy set an
indoor school record In tho mile
run with 4:27 while placing
third. The old record was 4:28J),
set in 1965. Murphy returned
later to run his fastest two mile
ever. His time of 9:46.4 placed
him second.
Forrest Merten, as usual, won
the 600 yard run In a time of
1:15J. Later, along with PaulCope (2:05.0) and Rick Day
(2:06.4), he added the 880 yard
run with a easy 2:02.2 win. Ron
Cetovlch, returning after an In--
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Annie Balrd, Wooster's Junior
star, led an scorers in the con
test totaling 15 points.
Gerry Wallace led Ashland to
the victory by collecting 13
points. -
.
Adding to the Wooster effort
was sophomore center Cindy
Sprau who corraled 17 rebounds.
The regular season proved to
be successful for the Scottles as
they posted a fine 7- -3 record.
The Scottles will now turn their
attention to the post season State
tournament. CedarvUle will play
host for the tournament which will
begin on March 1, and run through
March 3.
WOOSTER
F.C. F.T. F.T.A. PTS.
Balrd 4 7 10 lV
Mason 0 2 2 2
Poulton 5.1 2 11Sprau 3 2 3 8
Staltor 11 2 . 3Aloxandor 2 0 0 4
'Total. 15 13 19 43
ASHLAND
Faulknor 1 2 3 4
Wallace 6 1 3 13
MacNamoo 2.4 5 8Frodorick 4 0 0 8
FJ.hor 3 5 8 11
MeCroady 0 2 2 2
Totals 16 14 21 46
Take 3rd
Jury, won the long Jump with aJ
19 ft. 7 34 In. leap.
Troy Schmidt took third plan
In the shot put with a heave o
39 ft. 5 14 in. Paul Cope tool
third In the 1000 yard run in!
2:23.7 and Rick Day was fourth
in the mile, close behind Murphy,
in 4:31. .
The eight lap relay team of
Joe GlgUerano, Bill Westhafer,
Reggie Holder, and Ron Cetovlch
earned third place points as did
the mile relay team of Cetovlch,
GlgUerano, Westhafer, and Tim
McLlnden. The meet was run
In preparation for tomorrow's
Great Lakes College Association
(GLCA) Championships at Den-
lson. Coach Lu Wlms feels
Forrest Merten should win both
the 600 yard run and the 880
yard run. Paul Cope will be de-
fending his 1000 yard run title.
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Gene Schindewolf and Ed Snyder Indicate Wooster's status in
the OAC tournament. (News Services Photo)
MORE ON
Scots Win Crown
iContinued from page one
was very effective from the field.
In fact the winners only man-
aged to hit 38 of their shots.
From the foul line, however,
It was a different story. The
Black and Gold connected on 11
of 13 attempts.
"That was the key to the win,"
commented W liber. "That and
the rebounding.", Wooster out-reboun- ded
the Tigers, 28-1- 3.
Schindewolf, led the Wooster
scoring with 13 points, all ot
them coming In the second half.
Polntman Mike Stall hit for 10
points, Including several key
baskets. Tim Shetzer added 8.
Wittenberg's Eddie Ford ac-
counted for 16 points to take
game scoring honors.
It Is the first championship
for Wooster In the tournament's
12 year history. (What about
the Tom Dinger team of two
years ago, you ask? They were
Ineligible for the OAC tourna-
ment but received an "at large"
bid to the NCAA Reglonals, where
they lost their first game.) The
Fighting Scots' record now stands
at 19 wins and 8 losses. Five
more wins vould make them the
National Champions. Think about
that for a while!
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OAC Northern' Division Tourney
coster Hosted Seme
by Bob Dyer
Outstanding athletes were
plentiful at the College of Wooster
this weekend as the Northern Di-
vision of the Ohio Athletic
Conference met for Its twelfth
annual basketball tournament.
The top two leading scorers In
the OAC were present In Dean
Martin, of Baldwin-Wallac- e, (21.6
points per game) and Harold
Young, of Mount Union (19.5
points). Four of the top six lead-
ing rebounders were also In the
Northern Division, Including
Mounts' Ed Lawrence (first, with
1L3 grabs per game) and Martin
(second, with 10.0 average).
Martin, easily the biggest name
In the Conference, Is an Impos-
ing figure on the court. The big,
strong, 65" forward often dom-
inates the competition, even
though his shooting percentage
from the field Is not always im-
pressive. His leaping ability
enables him to shoot even when
closely guarded and rebound vic-
iously when he feels like It.
Martin is Just as impressive
off the court, where he plays the
superstar role to the hilt. He
left the lockerroom after his
final collegiate game (a 74-- 68
loss to Oberlln Thursday night),
wearing a long, brown leather
coat, huge flared pants with big
cuffs, and two-ton- ed shoes with
stacked heels.
Though be. sometimes appears
to be a prima donna on' the court,
Mermen
by Scott Yahner
Swim meets In Severance gym
pool are now a thing of the past.
Last Saturday the Wooster Fight-
ing Scots Swim team retired the
old, leaky pool which saw com-
petition for over half a century,
by losing their last swim meet
of the year to the strokes of
Hiram by a tally of 65-5- 7.
Three swimmers, co-capt- alns
Jim Imler and Jim Henry, and
senior Norm Hoffmann, swam In
their last dual competition meet.
Jim Imler set a new pool and
ASTROLOGY
and
NUMEROLOGY
(you'll Love it)
Receive your SOLAR CHART
plus a 9-pa- ge personality study
of YOU from the Southern Cali
fornia Astrological Society,
for ONLY $5.95
or
A numerology study of YOU plus
a look into 1973, 1974, 1975 ac
cording to your numerology date--
path number.
Also for ONLY $15.95
Send check along with your
name, address, birthdate
day, month, year, time (if
known), and birthplace to,
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
ASTROLOGICAL SOCIETY
P. O. BOX 10430
GLENDALE, CALIF. 91209
he seemed very pleasant In a
brief post-ga- me Interview, dur-
ing which he admitted be would
like to play professional ball.
"I sure would like to' he smil-
ed, "but it doesn't look too good.
The school's pretty small, you
know?"
Martin believes that M us king-ha- m
is the best team in the OAC.
"Capital Is tough mainly because
of (M ike) Stumpf. He's so big(6'8, 240 IbsO, it's hard to do
anything against them unde-
rneath." He looked for Wooster
and Mount Union to emerge as
powers In the North. "Wooster
plays good defense," he con-
tinued, "and Mount overwhelmed
you with big guys."
Martin went to contact lenses
after wearing glasses throughout
most of his career. "Yeah, they
really help. I wish I would have
gotten them sooner. But I didn't
have the bread," he quipped. He
thanked the Interviewer, extended
his hand and shuffled off down
the hall. One could only wonder
why he felt it was necessary to
stand on his tiptoes for the team
picture (look at the program
closely). Dean Martin, a fitting
name for an unusual star.
ft Good 'morrow Syphilis 8:
S Have you had your piece :$
Quite well?
No, not until the Thistle
: comes, will I ever tell.
ft ftig Do not die yet, :
g She will weep at your bed B
ft: THISTLE; comes. Jj
Dunked by Hiram
school record of 101.4 In the 100
yard leg of the 400 yard medly
relay. He teamed up with Vic
Farrls (butterfly) Jim Henry,(breastroke), and Mike Cleary
(freestyle) to set Woosters best
time of the year In that event.
Other admirable performances
were turned In by Bob Clark
capturing firsts in the 200 and
500 yard freestyle events. Also,
John Sehnert, Vic Farrls, and
Jeff Cameron swam to second
place finishes In the 100 yard
freestyle, the 200 yard back-
stroke, and the 1,000 yard free
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STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEMS
TAPE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS
PORTABLE STEREO, RADIO, AND TV
SHEET MUSIC - RECORDS - INSTRUMENTS
The Wooster
S. E. Corner PubSq 262-588- 6 3tmtmmmtmmmmm m-MM- im
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
One Hour Cleaning
3n Jl J4urru! Until 4 p.--. Daily
' SKirt Service IncludedWooster' s One Hour Cleaner's
1855 Beall-Colle- ge Hills Shopping Center
Next to Sears
Phone: 262-665- 1
Daily -- 8 o.m. to 8 p.n
VOICED
Outs&niDtg AfhEstes
Talent-studd- ed Mount Union
invaded Tlmken gym Friday (for
.
a 79--57 win over Heldelburg)and
Saturday (to lose to WoosteT"
The Purple Raiders' roster con-
tains three outstanding per-
formers: Harold Young (second
leading scorer), Ed Lawrence
(leading rebounder and sixth
leading scorer) and Barry Ring
(sixth leading rebounder). All
are Juniors. Young Is a quick,
smooth 5'11" guard who is a great
leaper. Lawrence, a towering
6'9" Is listed at 200 lbs, which
may be exaggerated. He doesn't
appear heavy enough to be an
effective rebounder, but he gets
the Job done. He has a good
shooting touch for a big man.
Ring is even thinner than Law-
rence. He stands 66", and
weighs 180 lbs, but still managed
to collar 9 rebounds per game.
Mount has been plagued with
dissension throughout most of the '
season. Ring has been used
sparingly lately, apparently be-
cause of disciplinary reasons.
Young is not afraid to fire a shot
up everytime he gets the ball
His constant one-on-o-ne play ,
does not seem to go over too !
well with the rest of the starters.
(He launched 27 shots in the i
loss to Wooster, and hit 12 of' j
them during a 30 point nlghO '
Wooster coach, Al Van Wie,
offered a comment on the Raid-
er's situation. "Many clubs have
too little talent and some teams
have almost too much talent. One
can be Just as bad as the other.
I don't have to tell you what
category Mount is In."
style events respectively. Due
to the lack of a place to dive, the
diving events were not held.
This concludes the swim
team's competition In dual meets
for the 1972-7- 3 season. The mer-
men finished up with a two win
and ten loss record, and although
it Is not Impressive, coach Chuck
Malta swam a very young team
against many experienced ones.
Today and tomorrow is the OAC
tournament at Oberlln which Is
the last time the Wooster Fight-
ing Scot swimmers will be In
competition this year.
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Sat. -- 8 a.aw to 6 p.m.
The host team, The Wooster
Fighting Scots, seemed to finally
be "putting it all together." They
romped to a 94-- 69 victory over
Oberlln on the wings of a 52
point first half. Jeff Jae hit 18
points, followed by Gene Schln de-w-olf
with 14 and Fred Nevar and
Tim Shetzer, both with 10.
Saturday's victory over Mount
was highlighted by another fine
offensive display. The game was
nearly as close as the 8 point
winning margin Indicated. The
Scots led by 14 at the half (40-2- 6)
and by as much as 17 midway
through the second half. Shetzer
and Mike Stoll led the Wooster
scoring with 16 points each.
Van Wie was overjoyed with
the win. "It's going to be a sweet
trip Tuesday night," gloated "the
Wie."
The Scots faced Wittenberg the
first game of the season and lost
a 61-- 47 decision. "The only sing-
ularity between this team and the
one that played at the beginning
of the season Is that- - ttiey both
wore uniforms that say "Wooster
Scots" on the front. These guys
have lost some heartbreakers.
They could easily have folded up
their tent. They have come a long
way."
Van Wie then Jumped up and
did a victory dance. He had a
good reason tobe proud, the Scots
were one game away from the
OAC tournament championship
which has eluded them for the
past 12 years.
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